
IntelliCare signed a three-year
contract with Medilink
Network Inc. for its

Outpatient and In-patient
Eligibility Services.

waiting time for verification
of member’s status prior to
consultation / admission,  ease
in tracking member’s
confinements, fraud detection
and non-issuance of new card
every year (since dynamic
data is  stored in database
and not in the card).

This new technology will
complement IntelliCare’s mission
to innovate and make quality
healthcare efficient,
accessible, and affordable to
our clients, without losing its
sense of human touch.

  By:   Jinky Recto, Associate Editor

INTELLICARE’S

extent of benefit prior to service
availment.

All IntelliCare members (new
and renewed accounts) whose
effectivity date of coverage
started on January 01, 2006, will
be issued a new card. This new
card has a magnetic strip and
when swiped in any Medilink POS
terminal, can generate an
instant electronic approved or
declined response.  An LOE
(Letter of Eligibility) printout
would mean that the patient is
an active member of IntelliCare.

Among the benefits of using this
system include:  accessibility
of POS terminals 24/7, shorter

Medilink is an electronic
claims network company
that aims to provide state-

of-the-art technology
solutions to the

healthcare industry.
Their system will

allow our
a c c r e d i t e d
providers to

have 24-hour
access to our

members’ data via the
swipe system.

Starting this year, IntellCare will
be using Medilink’s electronic
eligibility system for our
accredited providers to
determine member’s status, and

ELIGIBILITY SYSTEM (IEES)
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Vice President Jeremy
G. Matti, Asst. Vice
President Norman

Amora and Senior Manager
Mark Gamir of Marketing &
Sales Department have a
mandate from the IntelliCare
Management. That is how
to maintain (or preferably
surpass) the gains
earned by the
C o m p a n y
t h r o u g h
m a n y

years of exemplary sales
performance. They have to
adhere to the highest levels of
performance standards,
staying centered and single
minded in the Company’s
vision of being the HMO OF
FIRST CHOICE!

These  three marketing
movers, together with

their staff and the
vigorous support

of other

departments, know that there
is simply too much at stake.
They have to reemphas ize
service per se, creating an
atmosphere of confidence, a
dominating market presence
and consequently, growth.
Our core values of
i n t e g r i t y ,
honesty and
transparency
need to be
redefined.
At the
s a m e

Jeremy G. Matti
Vice President Norman P. Amora

Assistant Vice President Mark  B. Gamir
Senior Manager

ELECTRONIC

THETHETHETHETHE     HMOHMOHMOHMOHMO     OFOFOFOFOF     FIRST CHOICEFIRST CHOICEFIRST CHOICEFIRST CHOICEFIRST CHOICE
time, Intellicare has to
continue to provide top grade,
highly superior and a well
fortified nationwide delivery
system and subsequently
nourish our well-known,
highly-regarded medical
personnel.

Our resources are
geared toward achieving

their goal and IT IS THE
WINNING MOVE.

www.intellicare.com.ph
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Accidental poisoning is a
common cause of sudden
 il lness, particularly with

children. While most such
accidental illnesses do not result in
fatality, the death rate from
poisoning is serious enough to
require every possible prevention
effort. Effective prevention is
essentially a matter of recognizing
the toxic properties of the many
products that actually are
poisonous and taking necessary
protective measures to eliminate
the possibility of known poisons
entering the body.

A. Swallowed poisons

Most accidental poisonings are the
result of swallowing liquid or solid
toxic substances. Drugs and
chemicals present the most serious
hazard. Aspirin, barbiturates, and
tranquilizers can be found in many
homes, often in exceedingly large
quantities. The toxic effects of
chemicals in cosmetics, laundry and
cleaning products, insecticides,
pesticides, and paints or thinners are
seldom understood and frequently
ignored. If these substances are
accessible to unsuspecting hands,
they present a serious poisoning
hazard. While the elimination of all
poisonous substances commonly
found in the home is obviously
impractical, the danger of
poisonous substances must be
recognized, and measures must be
taken that will afford maximum
protection to oneself and others.
Accidental poisoning from drugs
and chemicals would be virtually

eliminated in the home environment
if people would merely read and
heed the directions and warnings on
container labels and control the
accessibility of these items so that
young children could not get to
them.
All drugs and medicines are
potentially poisonous when not
taken according to a doctor’s
instructions or the instructions on the
label.  An overdose can interfere
with the normal function of one or
several of the body’s systems and
produce a reaction that may range
in severity from dulling of the senses
to death. If a manufactured
household product presents a
poison hazard, a warning or caution
about this hazard is usually printed
on the container. The ease or
simplicity of use, as often
demonstrated by advertisements of
the product, is no excuse for failure
to read and heed such warnings.
Perhaps the most dangerous poison-
producing condition in the home is
the accessibility of the container
and its contents to an uninformed,
unsuspecting person. Accidental
handling and swallowing is
particularly l ikely to occur with
young children. Container,
chemical, and pharmaceutical
manufacturers are in constant
search for safety design features that
wil l prevent or discourage the
opening of bottles and other drug
or chemical containers by
unsuspecting young children. The
control of accessibil ity to the
contents of containers that harbor
poisonous substances is an
important aspect of poison
prevention.

When adequate safeguards do
not  ex i s t  for  contro l l ing
accessibility to the contents of a
container of poison, then the
accessibi l i ty of the container
itself must be controlled. If there
are members of a household who
are ignorant  of  the harmfu l
ef fects  of  any poisonous
substance, and accessibility to
the contents  of  a container
cannot be absolutely controlled,
there i s  no prevent ive
alternative but to store these
items under lock and to keep
them locked up except during the
very moment when they are being
used.  It is equally important that
poisonous substances not be
transferred from their original
container to another container,
such as a cup or bowl, and then left
in the second container. This type of
careless action occurs frequently
with laundry and cleaning products
and presents a hazard to young
children or unsuspecting adults. The
swallowing of poisons is more
common in the home, but it also
contr ibutes to the accident
problem in one’s pursuit  of
outdoor leisure-time activities.
Common sources of accidental
poisoning in the outdoor
environment include plant
leaves; fungi that look l ike
mushrooms, berries, and other
food; chemicals; or other toxic
substances. An adult can and
should learn to recognize such
hazards; children too young to
understand these dangers must
be protected.

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTAL POISONING

B.  Inhaled poisons

Aside from the more common gas
poisoning, there are various
poisonous sprays and vapors that
contaminate the air we breathe.
Glues or resins used to build plastic
models, sprayed paints, pesticides,
weed killers and hair sprays are a few
such items.
Hazards created by toxic fumes,
sprays, and vapors often can be
avoided if ample ventilation is
provided. In some cases the danger
may be great enough to require that
sprays or fume-producing resins be
used outdoors.
Manufactured products that
present a toxic inhalation problem
are labeled with warnings and
instructions for controll ing the
hazards involved. Many such
products require the use of
protective masks in order to give
protection against poisoning. Read
container warnings and protective
instructions carefully, and follow the
advice offered right down to the
small print. Remember, accessibility
to both the contents and the
container must also be controlled
in the case of these items.

Customer Service culture
cascade jump started with the
conduct of the Customer Service
Training.  Fortyfive participants have
completed the first batch of
Customer Service Champion (CSC)
Training last June 30, 2007. 22
participants have successfully
completed the Telephone Customer
Service and 23 for Face to Face
Customer Service training.   The said
training was spearheaded by the
Human Resource Management
Department (HRMD) in partnership
with May-K Learning Center who
conducted a 5-Day workshop.  The
said sessions were conducted last
June 2, 9, 16, 23 and 30 respectively.
The training was not limited to
lecturettes, but, used a variety of
methodologies like group
discussions, skills practice to brain-
based learning, and applied
improvisation.  There were also
games that were not merely
energizers, but allowed the
participants to recall information/
knowledge in a manner where
learning is entertaining. Among
others, the participants did a role
play as a culminating activity to
highlight what they have learned
from the training sessions and
received feedback as to what
important skills are being
demonstrated and need to improve.

More than the concepts
discussed, the essential techniques
in handling customer needs and the
Saturday sacrifice we had, the
workshop became a venue for
participants to know people from
different departments.  CSC
emphasized that delivering quality
customer service doesn’t only mean
knowing your customers but also
knowing yourself and the
organization at large.  After all
Customer Service starts from within,
that is knowing yourself, your skills
and strengths and knowing
IntelliCare, its products, its people
and its core values.

As the CSC training Batch 1
ended, the greater challenge now is
to apply what has been learned and
live up to our organization’s vision of
becoming the HMO of first choice.
This endeavor continues as the 2nd

batch of Trainees started Day 1 of
CSC Training last July 7, 2007 and will
have its last batch come August.

To top it all,
attending the Training is not the end
of it. Let us look forward to
recognize those who will later on
become the future Trainers of

IntelliCare.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CHAMPION (CSC) TRAINING SERIES COMMENCES
By:  Sheryl Camarines, HRMD

Face to FaceCSC Traineeswith
May-K TrainersRoni Alvarezand

Ria Domingo

Telephone

CSC Trainees

with
May-K Trainers

Mondo Castro

and
Zel Claravall
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Medical costs just keep on rising. This is a bitter pill to
swallow, and the ordinary Filipino family has suffered enough and will continue
to do so, unless something drastic is done, like giving more teeth to the
Generics law. But legislation, as we all know, takes time and arduous effort.
Add to this, is the unconscionable pricing of some pharmaceutical companies.

B u t there is one way of somehow softening the impact of these costs. And this is
through the services offered by the Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO’s). Given their

reach, social commitment and familiarity of the industry, they can very well be an instrument to
help alleviate the medical costs of the ordinary Filipino.

But all told, our national health program requires a more comprehensive framework and the
implementation of aggressive strategies.

                                                                                                                                  by: EMR

          A tough challenge faces the

health maintenance organization (HMO)
industry this year: Costs are set to go up
by a percentage that will surely be met
with skepticism and a heady dose of
resistance, particularly from the industry’s
clients.

This was confirmed by our
President, Mario Silos.

The rise in the cost is of course
not without a justifiable reason, as
stressed by him. The cost push is being
attributed to the rising prices of HMO
suppliers and its related industries.
Medical professionals as well as facilities
have earlier indicated this trend.

“It’s a domino effect. If a related
industry (such as the big medical
facilities) indicates its intentions of
raising its costs, the others have to take
the same course if they want to be able to
continue their services and to offer these
with the same quality,” he said.

Health maintenance
organizations rely on medical
professionals and facilities such as
clinics and institutions to deliver the
health care package subscribed to by its
clients. So if a hospital raises its prices,
the HMO follows suit.

At present, local HMOs serve
over three million Filipinos. This number
has long relied on the quality services of
medical professionals and facilities for
years.

IntelliCare alone maintains its
accreditation in over 500 hospitals and is
affiliated with over 8,000 medical doctors,
all offering quality services.

By year’s end, most of which will
have raised their prices.

Surviving the challenge can be
tricky, Mr. Silos asserts. If these were any
other industry, the natural course for a
company to take is to give in to the
inevitable demand of lowering of costs,
especially when faced with the threat of
clients shifting to other low-cost HMOs.

Instead, HMOs must tackle the
problem by upgrading the quality of their
services.

The HMO industry is unlike any
other industry that has relied on a
massive base of consumers whom its
players can simply charm with low price
offerings in the hope of retaining their
patronage and gaining, considerable
numbers.

The HMO industry must be
wary enough not to fall into the trap of
engaging in a price war with its peers for
the stakes are very high.

If an HMO does decide to lower
its costs, it has no choice but to face the
challenge of offering services that are
proportionate to it. In the long run, the
HMO will imperil its own existence. End
users who used to take comfort in a
certain health plan provided for them by
their employers are going to end up
dissatisfied. There is no greater threat to
an HMO than a dissatisfied and
disgruntled clientele.

“State two or three lessons in the
Management Training Program that you
think are very important. Why? How do
they apply to you? To Intellicare?”

“Member client A has a confirmed APE
(Annual Physical Exam) in Novaliches.
New client B wants the APE via our
mobile clinic too, on the same day, at a
higher rate in Los Baños. Who will you
serve, client A or B? Why? On what
principle will you base your decision?”

“We need excellent ROI so that we can
improve our services and reach more
people. All things being equal, where do
we get a better ROI, TPA or HMD?
Explain by giving a sample
computation.”

These are three sample questions that
trainees try to answer. They respond
not in the silence of their brains or
test papers but orally before panel
members. From a distance, the
questions are easy to answer. The
Senior Officers who compose the panel
are eager to hear not only answers but
also the rationale behind. Thus, incisive
follow-up questions follow.

T h e
scene: Final Oral Examination,
a.k.a. The Revalida. It is one of the
final steps to validate what trainees
know. But that’s going ahead of the
story.

The MTP, Batch 2 started in February
2006 with President Mario M. Silos
himself setting the learning tone. From
his short but loaded talk, the 13
trainees from 13 work units learned
what is practically Lesson 1. Each

Intellicare work unit is important. But of
primary importance is Intellicare as a
whole. The relationship between and
among people in the different units may
be difficult to can. But this relationship
is our key differentiation gem.
Therefore, a posturing that my
department is more important than
yours, runs counter to this wisdom. The
participants then started to work on
this gold vein of knowledge.

The Management Trainees did their
regular work except on scheduled
training days. Instead of debating
“either work or training”, the “work
and training” paradigm prevailed.
Tuesday was training day with sessions
from 9 AM to 5 PM. The working hours
before and after the sessions ensured no
regular work was left hanging. At times,
however, the exigencies of the job still
stood in the way of this arrangement.
Here are three snippets of their learning
path as they wrote reaction papers,
played learning games, surfed the
Internet and even visited a Honeybee
Farm.

Snippet 1: Trainees found challenging
ideas in the article “What is a

Company
for”. Their first reaction paper
touched on these views shared by
Charles Handy of London Business School:
a) A company exists to be the best it can
be
b) It’s like a living organism, a living
community
c) Its purpose is not to make profits.
Period. It is to make profits so that it
can improve products/services and
reach more clients.

Snippet 2: Pieces of paper written with
man’s main components and their
faculties were given to the trainees.
They post these on the wall in answer to
1) Which faculties belong to what
component and 2) What is their time
sequence and order of importance. Trial
and error postings follow debater until
they get the correct sequence and
importance. They then discuss
implications and applications as
managers, officers and leaders in
Intellicare.

Snippet 3: Trainees surfed the Internet
for information about honeybees. On
field trip day, pan de sal with pure honey
as filling was their snacks. The bee farm
experience was a complete learning
package except for the bee sting.
Learning-about-bees turned to learning-
from-bees. Of the lessons from bees, the
following stand out:
a) The one queen, several drones(male)
and thousands of workers(female) who
inhabit a colony have very clear jobs
to do, how it’s done and for what(job
description?).
b) Bees sip nectar from flowers, in the
process pollinating the flowers that

produce more

plants and trees, in
turn providing more flowers for bees to
sip nectar from.
c) Of the colony’s inhabitants, who is
most important? The usual quick answer
is: the queen and it’s wrong. The correct
answer is: The COLONY! This wisdom is
called The Primacy of the Whole.
Remember the talk of MMS at the start of
the MTP?

The trainees who compose the MTP
Batch 2 were stars in their own right
while training. In alphabetical order
they are:

1. Yvette Alvarez = Accounts Processing
2. Troy Aguila = IT
3. Jas Arango = Account Mgt.
4. Topher Baer = Claims Processing
5. Vicky Bongco = Membership Services
6. Annie Fababeir = Billing
7. Ed Jose = Medical Relations
8. Edwin Medina = Accounting
9. Dave Muñoz = Marketing
10. Cris Namoco = Treasury
11. Bhendz Quierrez = Clinic Admin
12. Eric Trinidad = FPAD
13. Julie Tampuangco = HR (resigned)
At the end of June 2007, six trainees
are through with the revalida. A back-
to-the-job project proposal is now part
of the process. Trainees will do a couple
of projects doable in three months.
Mancom will review the results and

signal another
round if results
prove

Management Training Program, Batch 2 By: Man Libo-on (Consultant)

HMOsHMOsHMOsHMOsHMOs
FFFFFAAAAACE CE CE CE CE TTTTTOUGHOUGHOUGHOUGHOUGH
CHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGE

UNAFFORDABLE

very good. With many lessons learned,
added motivation and top management
support, the trainees respond to the

call: CARPE DIEM!

Trainees with
Bee Colonies

HMOsHMOsHMOsHMOsHMOs
FFFFFAAAAACE CE CE CE CE TTTTTOUGHOUGHOUGHOUGHOUGH
CHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGECHALLENGE
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U p d a t e s . . . . .

Newly Affiliated Medical Providers

JJJJJanananananuaruaruaruaruary 2007y 2007y 2007y 2007y 2007

HEALTH CONNECTION MEDICAL CLINIC – Full Service Clinic
Bobi Plaza, Felix Avenue, Pasig City
Coordinator: Mr. Mario Gamboa
Tel # 396-3564

DELOS SANTOS – STI MEGACLINIC – Full Service Clinic
5/F SM Megamall, Building A, Ortigas Center, Mandaluyong City
Clinic Hours: 8:00 am – 9:00 pm Daily
Tel # 667-3600-01/ 637-9661

FFFFFeeeeebrbrbrbrbruaruaruaruaruary 2007y 2007y 2007y 2007y 2007

GREEN PASTURE SPECIALIST CLINIC – Full Service Clinic
B5 L13, Phase 4, Gold Ave., Golden City, Sta. Rosa City, Laguna
Tel # (049) 837-5532; 247-2960; Cell # 0920-3588710
Telefax: (049) 837-4693

METROPOLITAN MEDICAL CENTER
Km 72 Batulao, Nasugbu, Batangas
*Please proceed to Industrial Department
for the issuance of RCS Forms.
Manila Line : 696-4374 - 76

M CARE MEDICAL CENTER – Full Service Clinic
5/F Metropoint Mall, Taft. Ave., cor Edsa, Pasay City
Mon – Fri 8am-7pm/Sat 8am-5pm/Sun 10am-6pm
Telefax: 833-3877
Email Ad: docfred302004@yahoo.com

 MARCH 2007MARCH 2007MARCH 2007MARCH 2007MARCH 2007

THE MEDICAL CITY LIPA CLINIC (Full Service Clinic)
G/F SM City Lipa
Ayala Highway, Lipa City
Tel # (043) 784-0280 loc

FRIENDLY CARE FOUNDATION, INC. (Full Service Clinic)
SHAW CLINIC
710 Shaw Blvd., Manadluyong City
Coordinator: Dr. Rachel M. Daniega
Clinic Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm
(CUTOFF – 4:00PM)
Tel # 722-2968
Fax # 722-2869 / 718-2371

FRIENDLY CARE FOUNDATION, INC. (Full Service Clinic)
MASINAG CLINIC
G/F Silicone Bldg. 169 Sumulong Hi-way
Brgy. Mayamot, Antipolo City
Coordinator: Mr. Manny Hernandez
Clinic Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm
(CUTOFF – 4:00PM)
Tel # 682-5181 / 682-3015

FRIENDLY CARE FOUNDATION, INC. (Full Service Clinic)
CEBU CLINIC
G/F GMC Plaza Bldg., Legaspi Ext. Cebu City
Coordinator: Ms. Angelita Lintag
Clinic Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm
(CUTOFF – 4:00PM)
Tel # (032) 255-3438
Fax # (032) 253-4170

FRIENDLY CARE FOUNDATION, INC. (Full Service Clinic)
LAGRO CLINIC
G/F Bonanza Bldg., Quirino Hi-way,
Greater Lagro, Novaliches, Q.C.
Coordinator: Ms. Grace Belgar
Clinic Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm
(CUTOFF – 4:00PM)
Tel # 935-6919/20
Fax # 935-6918

FRIENDLY CARE FOUNDATION, INC. (Full Service Clinic)
CUBAO CLINIC
2/F  Metrolane Complex, P. Tuazon cor. 20th Ave. Q.C.
Coordinator: Dr. Leilanie Ramos
Clinic Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm
(CUTOFF – 4:00PM)
Tel # 421-1660
Fax # 421-1684

BEST DIAGNOSTIC CORPORATION (Full Service Clinic)
94 Masikap Ext. St. Diliman, Quezon City
Tel # 928-0861 ; 927-6783; 920-2963
Fax # 928-0861 Cellphone # 09189396266

ST. MARY’S LABORATORY ( Diagnostic Clinic)
O.Y.G. Bldg., B. Mendoza St., Sto. Rosario, City of San Fernando,
Pampanga
Coordinator: Ms. Bernadette G. Salas
Clinic Hours: 7:00 am – 5:00pm Mon-Sat
Tel # (045) 961-0266

BALIBAGO POLYCLINIC & HOSPITAL
Provincial Road, Balibago, City of Sta. Rosa, Laguna
Coordinator: Dr. Rhodora A. Ramirez
Tel # (049) 534-1591 / 8372879

MAMAMAMAMAY 2007Y 2007Y 2007Y 2007Y 2007

SKY-MED HEALTH AND LABORATORY CENTER (FULL SERVICE CLINC)
G/F, Sky 1 Tower, #68 Dasmariñas St., Binondo, Manila
Tel # 242-9573 / 242-9387 / 242-9481
Telefax 242-4330

BESTHEALTH MEDICAL CLINIC & DIAGNOSTIC (FULL SERVICE CLINIC)
#2 C.M. Recto Ave., Lipa City
Tel. # (043) 756-0189 / 756-2522 loc. 109 / 3122003
Telefax 312-2043

ST. MICHAEL’S MEDICAL CENTER (FULL SERVICE CLINIC)
2/F Trinisia Center Edsa, Arayat Cubao, Quezon City
Tel. # 705-1836

ILOCANDIA HEALTHLINK LABORATORY CLINIC (FULL SERVICE CLINIC)
MV Fariñas St., cor FR Castro St., Laoag City
Tel. # (077) 773-1985

ST. VINCENT GENERAL HOSPITAL
12-D Jones Ave., Sambag I, Cebu City
Coordinator: Dr. Joseph F. Poblacion
Tel. # (032) 254-7427

HOLY FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
Sto. Entierro St., Sto. Cristo, Angeles City, Pampanga 2009
Coordinator: Dr. Ma. Lourdes L. David
Tel. # (045) 322-3623 / 322-3222 / 888-6620

FIRST FILIPINO SAINT HOSPITAL
(SAN LORENZO RUIZ)
Governor’s Drive, San Roque Highway, Naic, Cavite
Coordinator: Dr. Rafael A. Vasquez
Tel. # (046) 412-1411 / 412-1763

ALTERADO GENERAL HOSPITAL
P. Villanueva St.,  cor. R. Castillo St.,
Agdao, Davao City
Tel. # (082) 222-3358 / 228-6216

MERCEDES MEDICAL CENTER
Sto. Entierro St., Sto. Cristo, Angeles City
Please proceed to Industrial Office
for the issuance of Referrals
Tel. # (045) 887-2885 / 626-1783 / 887-2882

LUNG CENTER OF THE PHILIPPINES
Quezon Avenue Extension, Quezon City
Coordinator: Dr. Samuel Andin
Room 1117/ Monday - Saturday 9:00-5:00pm
Tel. # 9246101

May 29, 2007May 29, 2007May 29, 2007May 29, 2007May 29, 2007

ANTIPAS MEDICAL SPECIALISTS HOSPITAL, INC.
F. Cajelo St., Poblacion, Antipas, Cotabato
Coordinator: Dr. Rodrigo Duarte Jr.

DR. PETRONILO V. SEARES SR. MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Peñarrubia St., Zone 4, Bangued, Abra
Coordinator: Dr. A.C. Voltaire L. Seares
Tel # (074) 752-7695

JJJJJune 4,une 4,une 4,une 4,une 4, 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007

THE MEDICAL CITY TRINOMA CLINIC (FULL SERVICE CLINIC)
LM, Trinoma North Avenue, cor Edsa, Q.C.
Tel # 901-3668

TTTTTestimonialestimonialestimonialestimonialestimonial

Dear Joy and Mabel,

Gerry Ilagan of CPI would like to extend thank you for your wonderful assistance to Ambassador Antonio at St. Luke’s
yesterday. According to Ambassador, the service was great.

Thank you.

MARLON B. BUMANGLAG
Marketing Asst. - Employee Benefits Division
TAISHAN INSURANCE BROKERS PHILS., INC.
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TO :  ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS,
        ALL MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
        PROGRAM AND ALL OTHERS CONCERNED

SUBJECT :  Ammendment to PhilHealth Circular No. 26, s-2006

In order to strengthen hospital verification of PhilHealth member/dependent
information and to reduce Return to Sender (RTS) and doubtful claims, the
Member Data Record (MDR) shall now be considered a primary document in
claim applications. All NHIP members including those employed are now
required to submit and attach clear copy of MDR to PhilHealth Claim Form 1
in availing of NHIP benefits for his/her or his/her dependent’s confinement.

The member may secure copy of their MDR from any PhilHealth Regional/
Service Offices nationwide. In cases of discrepancy between the MDR and
member/dependent’s information provided in PhilHealth Claim Form 1 , or
when the dependent is not reflected in the MDR, the member shall submit/
attach to Claim Form 1 properly accomplished Member Data Ammendment
Form (M2) (form is available from any PhilHealth Regional/Service/ Office/
hospitals) together with clear copy of supporting document/s and/or as
proof of dependency (for dependent patients) as enumerated in PhilHealth
Circular No.26, s-2006, Matrix 2 “Types of Dependent and Corresponding
Proof/s of Dependency”.

This Circular shall take effect on all claims with admission dates starting
June, 2007.

For strict compliance.

(Sgd.) LORNA O. FAJARDO, CESO III
Acting President and CEO

Cerebral Malaria is the
most severe form of
malaria that affects the
brain and the central
nervous system.
Complications include
coma, seizures and renal
failure.

In  severe  cases ,
neurological  dysfunct ion can
manifest  suddenly fol lowing
a se izure  or  gradual ly  over
a  per iod  of  hour.  Pat ients
with cerebral  malar ia
commonly  have anemia and
jaundice as  wel l .
Convu l s ion  occurs  in  50
percent  of  adult  cases  and
an even h igher  proport ion
among chi ldren.  Around 10
percent of  Chi ldren with

cerebral  malar ia,
part icular ly those with
hypoglycemia –  low blood
sugar  -  ,  had  repeated
se izures  or  went  into  deep
coma with  ev idence of  bra in
damage when they rega in
consc iousness .
Celebra l  malar ia  i s  caused
by  the  in fect ion  of  a
paras i te  known as
Plasmodium Falc iparum
which  i s  t ransmitted  to

C e r e b r a l  M a l a r i a

PHILHEALTH CIRCULAR
NO: 17, s-2007

 

Contributed by:
EFREN VALDES VIGAL

(Credit and Collection Dept.)

PHILHEALTH
Advisory

humans  through the  b i tes  o f
infected female
mosqu i toes .  Other  paras i tes
caus ing  malar ia  are
P lasmodium Vivax,  Malar iae
and Ovale.
According to  the
Department of  Health  there
are  around 100,000  v ic t ims
of  malar ia  everyday.
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Smashing!  Running!  Even diving!  As
rackets send shuttlecocks screaming
back andforth at break neck speed, sweat

pours down all over and drenching the very
soul of a player hungry for victory.  Truly,
badminton is the hottest and most
competitive sport today! Many people used

to think that
badminton is
just a simple

s p o r t .

Some even
think that this is

just for girls.  In
fact, in my judo

days back in
UST, I used to
jeer a friend

who was a
former varsity

of the sport.  I have always lamented that
spaces used for badminton courts instead of
basketball courts are a waste of money.  I even
challenged her to a game to which I never won
a single set and never came close to her score.
It was a short game but my shirt was sticking
to my back and I was nursing a cut in my knee
in my feeble attempt to save my game and
my pride.  Later on I read in a business
magazine that some basketball courts are
being converted into badminton courts
because that is where the money is. I thought
that it was just a fad but the Manny V
Pangilinan Cup only fueled the Filipinos’ desire
for the sport as it pitted the best shuttle
cockers of Asia against that of Europe.  Not
to mention that among the Asian squad are
our very own badminton pride – the Asuncion
siblings.

Being one of the most competitive and
dynamic firms in the HMO industry, IntelliCare
caught the  badminton fever.  Our company’s
love for good competition was also brought
to the badminton courts.  Healthway, one of
our partners-sponsored a tournament last
February 17, 2007 at Zone Badminton Court,
which was participated by their business
partners and associates.  Our very own shuttle
cockers joined in, eager to represent the
company’s competitiveness.  Our players
lineup includes Gabby Magno of Audit, Mr.
Edmund Jose, Manager – Medical Relations
Dept,  Asst. Medical Director Dr. Gerardo Jiao,
Gian Montano of Training, Olan Gonzales (X-
Ray) and Phillip Deyto (Med Tech.) of Solid Mills
for the Men’s Division while Ms. Yvette Alvarez
of Accounts Processing, Ms. Sol Ibarra of
Treasury, Ms. Lynn Rebosa of FPAD, Ms. Cynthia
Perez of Reimbursement, Ms. Edna Panotes
of Billing, Ms. Avic Arcega of the Membership
Services Department, Ms. Rose Ayson of Accts.
Management and Ms. Khai Mariano of
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 By: Jude Ola, Credit & Collection Department

Accounting completed the women’s division.
The tournament of Healthway featured a
Men’s Double and Women’s Double
tournament format.

Mr. Gabby of Audit, explained that tournament
formats are Singles, Men’s Doubles, Women’s
Doubles and Mixed Doubles.  In fact, he and
Ms. Edna Panotes  represented the company

when HSBC sponsored a Mixed Double’s
Tournament.  Aside from that,
there are also classifications of
players for badminton.
Tournaments may be played by
Class A, B, C or D Divisions.  These
are the basic classifications of

players though some tournament
organizers extend it up to class E and F.

This, I found out was like the Black, Brown
and White belts in Judo. (Also, different clubs
and different martial arts like Karate and Aikido
have Green, Purple and Yellow belts).  So what
is it about this sport that makes people tick?
How come people find such enjoyment
smashing feathered shuttlecocks back and
forth?  Do they hate chickens or something?
.
Well, basically it is the same with why ten
people run about all over the court to shoot
one ball.  It is fun!  Mr. Gabby started playing
in 2003.  According to him, badminton is easy
to play and the physical pressure is not that
heavy.  It is a fun game for all ages.  There is
proper matching and it attracts persons from
all walks of life.  I’ve always thought that this
sport is also expensive with the price of
rackets displayed on sporting goods stores.
But the price of an hour’s rent  averages about
Php180.  The game is really fun to play and
according to him, it is an economic way to
relieve stress, Gabby stressed.

Aside from Mr. Gabby, I was also able to talk
to some of the players and enthusiasts.  Ms.
Edna of Billing also started playing last 2003.
It started as a hobby and according to her,
she was influenced by some of her friends.
Badminton for her was a hobby that turned
into a habit.  My sensei (teacher) once
lectured that sometimes it takes a good habit
to break a bad one.  And well, I guess that
holds true because for Edna, badminton

helped her check her smoking habit.  Indeed,
sports are a good way to have fun! And one
of the best ways to combat bad habits Sol of
Finance told me that badminton is really an
outlet for her to release her day’s stress at
work.  In fact, she told me that she plays
better if she had quite a bad day at work.
Rhea of Underwriting also gets diversion from
badminton to help her fight stress.  She
initially played it with her friends to have a
form of exercise and eventually they enjoyed
and continued playing the sport.  Cynthia of
Reimbursement says that in playing the sport
you eventually gain new friends.  It also adds
confidence and enhances your mind and you
formulate tactics and strategies in order to
win.  And for those who want to try it out,
they should not delay and try now  they can
experience the difference.  Another player,
Rose of Accounts Management said that
badminton is not just a fun way to lose
weight.  It is also a game wherein height is
not might!  Now that has really made me want
to try and play this game!

I have also learned from Yvette of Accounts
Processing that teamwork is also essential in
badminton.  Though there may be only one
or two players in the court, the other
teammates from your squad cheer you on.  It
doesn’t matter whether you win or lose.  It is
your willingness to give your best even if you
lose.  Ed Jose from our Medical Relations
Department, started playing late 2004, with
friends.  It gave him a good exercise for cardio
and for toning his muscles.  It also gives a
challenge as you try and develop your skill.
Being in the Medical Relations, the sport has
done him a favor professionally as there are a
lot of our accredited doctors who play the
game.  Badminton has helped him develop
camaraderie and strengthen the relationships
among our accredited doctors.  He also told me
that for those who are still having second thoughts
about trying the sport, they should be decisive.
If you have no exercise, then badminton is a good
affordable alternative.  It will develop
competitiveness in you giving you a “do not quit”
attitude in life.

Badminton is indeed a great sport.  Sports is a
good way to keep ourselves physically fit.  Sports
also help us cope with our problems by providing
a diversion.  A sensei taught us that before we
practice, we should first remove our day’s burden
like problems, work or school load and even our
emotional pains and put it aside.  Then we can
go back to it after our practice and we will see
that it is much easier to find the solution or to
accept whatever it is that has befallen us.  That
is the impact of sports.  It not only benefits the
body through exercise but it stimulates the mind
as well.  So develop a sport!  And badminton is a
good sport.  Find a group, get your rackets
ready and start smashing!
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A patient asked his doctor
quite frankly what was wrong
with him.
“Well”, said the doctor, “You
eat too much, drink too much
and sleep too much”.
“Thanks doc.” Said the
patient. “But would you please
be kind enough to put that in
Latin?”
“Why?” asked the doctor
surprisingly.
“So I can have a week off
from the office”.

A young, sexy wife was
consulting a doctor.
“I am suffering from cold feet,
Doc, especially at the middle of
the night”.
“In that case I’ll give you a
bottle of medicine….”
“But doctor, the cold feet are
not mine”.

“Doctor, if this swelling gets any
bigger on my leg, I won’t be
able to get my trousers on!”
“Here, take this.” “What is it?”
“The address of a nudist
colony”.

Father to child: Now ask your
last question. I am a busy
man.
Child: When the doctor gets
sick another doctor doctors
him, does the doctor doing the
doctoring by the doctor being
doctored have to doctor the
doctor the way he should be
doctoring the doctored doctor
or will he doctor the doctored
doctor the way the doctored
doctor should be doctored in
his own way?

Mommy: Son, you have to go
to school.
Son: I do not feel well.
Mommy: Where do you not
feel well?
Son: In school.

Doctor: Now, you said your
nose was punched by a
policeman.
Patient: Yes, I think it is
broken.
Doctor: Do not worry. That
can be remedied. But where
is your nose?
Patient: The policeman took
it as an exhibit and
evidence.

Patient: Nurse, you know
that I like very much a hug

and sweet kisses when I
woke up in the morning.
Nurse:There is no problem
with me on that. I can arrange
it with the night duty
watchman.

Doctor na ngongo to wife,
sneaking behind her and
cupping her eyes: “Ngess
who?”
Wife: “Pa ngess who, ngess
who ka pa, e ikaw lang naman
ang ngongo dito!”

Man to Nurse: I came over to
visit my friend who was run
over by a steamroller
yesterday.
Nurse:Oh, that man. He is
now in Rooms 105, 106, 107,
108 and 109.

Patient: Doc, you have to
help me. I think I am a dog. I
bark all night, scratch all over
and run after cars.
Doctor: Well, come here and
lie on the couch.
Patient: I am not allowed on
the couch.

Doctor: I have bad news and
good news. The good news is
you only have 24 hours to live.
Patient: What could be worse
than that?
Doctor: I have been trying to
call you since yesterday.

A patient goes to the doctor to
complain. He has a cucumber
up his nose, a carrot in his left
ear and a banana on his right
ear. “Doc, what is wrong with
me?” The doctor replied, “You
are not eating properly.”

Doctor: I could not be quite
sure what is wrong with you. I
think it must be the hangover.
Patient: Well Doc, I’ll be back
when you are sober.

Man: You have to help me
Doc, I have become forgetful.
Doctor: Since when did you
have this?
Man: Had what, Doctor?

Doctor: I do not see anything
wrong with your left ear Mrs.
Larson. But I think there is a
suppository in there.
Patient: Oh, I see, at least I
now know where my hearing
aid went.

Wife of Patient: Doctor, you
have to help my husband. He
thinks he is a lawn mower for
eight months already.
Doctor: Oh, but why did you
not bring him soonest?
Wife of patient: Our neighbor
returned him just this
morning.

Patient:Help me, please.
Every time I point my finger
on my head, it hurts. I point
it on my shoulder, it hurts. I
point it on my back, it hurts.
What is wrong with me?
Doctor:You have a
brokenfinger.

Man: Doctor, you have to
help me. I am shrinking!
Doctor: That’s alright, you
only have to be a little
patient.

Wife to Doctor: You have to
see my husband. He thinks
he is a chicken.
Doctor: Is that so? Why did
you not bring him earlier?
Wife: We can’t do that. We
needed the eggs.

Man: I felt so depressed,
doctor. I took 1000 aspirins.
Doctor: After that, what
happened?
Man: After the two tablets, I
felt better.

Doctor: You are in perfect
health. You will leave up to 65
years old.
Patient: But I am 65 years
old!
Doctor: See! What did I tell
you!

My doctor tried kidnapping for
a while, but it did not
succeed. Nobody can read his
ransom notes.

Doctor: Thanks to
microsurgery, I can now stitch
back your fingers after
that accident with the power
saw. But I need your fingers.
Where are they?
Patient: Sorry doc, I could not
pick them up.

Nurse:What happened to that
nun who came from your
clinic? She looked pale &
terrible.
Doctor: I told her she was
pregnant.
Nurse:  How did she take it?
Doctor: Nothing, but it sure
cured her of her hiccups.

Husband with pregnant wife:
Hello Doctor, you have to help
my wife. Her contractions are
only two minutes apart.
Doctor: Is this her first child?
Husband: No, this is her
husband.

Doctor: I have a bad news and
good news. The bad news is
that we have to amputate
your other leg.
Man: What is the good news?
Doctor: Well, the man in the
other room has a very good
offer on your shoes.

Doctor: Did you give your
husband the prescription I
made for him, one tablet
before meal and a little
whisky after.
Wife of patient: Well, he is
a few tablets behind, but he
is one month advance on the
whisky.

Doctor: Did you see anyone
before you came to see me?
Patient: Yes, the corner
druggist.
Doctor: And what foolish
advice did he give you?
Patient: He told me to see
you.

“Doctor, you have to help me
with my snoring. I snore so
loud, I wake up. Because of
this, I am losing sleep already.
“What do I do?”
“Transfer to another room”.

By: The Staff

“What’s that  bump on your
head?”
“It’s from my tonsil operation.”
“You must be kidding. How on
earth could you get a bump on
your head from a tonsil
operation?
“The doctor ran out of
anesthesia.”

“Doctor, I feel like a yo-yo. What
do you suggest?”
“Sitdown, sitdown, sit down.”
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

“Doctor, I feel like a pack of
cards.”
“Okay, but I will deal with you
later.”
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
“Doctor, I am so sick. I feel I
only have fifty seconds to live.”
“Relax, I will be with you in a
minute.”
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IntelliCare Opens Clinic at Metropolitan Medical Center

The Metropolitan Medical Center has been the premier hospital in
Chinatown for 39 years, enjoying very strong patronage from the Chinese
and Filipino communities in the area.  The Metropolitan is fully equipped

with extensive diagnostic equipment and a fully automated diagnostic
laboratory. Staffed with over 300 doctors in various specialities. This institution
prides itself in being a referral center for challenging cases in internal medicine,
endoscopy, and surgery, as well as in having centers of excellence for the
fields of obstetrics and gynecology, dermatology, and physical rehabilitation.

Our Main Health Services includes:
Clinical Specialities. Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Pathology,
Pediatrics, Radiology, and Surgery.

Ancilliary Services.  Dental Center, Endoscopy Services, ENT Unit, Heart
Station, Laboratory Services, Physical Med. &    Rehabilitation, Pulmonary
Services, Radiology Services, Renal Center, Stone Treatment Unit, Women’s
Health Center, Neurology Center.

Dr. Louie J. Agregado of IntelliCare (right) cuts the ceremonial
ribbon to open the clinic.
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